UNC-CH SPIRE IRACDA: Alumni Career Placements

85% of SPIRE alumni are in academic careers (faculty members, administrators, and research scientists)

Position Sectors
- Academic: 86%
- For-Profit: 11%
- Government: 1%
- Other: 4%

Academic Faculty Positions
- Tenured/Tenure Track: 74%
- Tenure Track: 26%

Carnegie Classifications of Academic Positions
- Associates: 7%
- Baccalaureate: 24%
- Master's: 25%
- Doctoral & Special Focus (research intensive): 40%
- N/A (non-U.S., early-college, institute): 4%

Map based on Zip Code. Color shows details about Carnegie Cluster. The data is filtered on Position Type, which keeps Academic Faculty (tenure track), Academic Faculty (tenure track), Alternative Academic (e.g., administration), and Research Scientist (Academic).